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Velocity
SwimJet
A powerful, energy-efficient
and high performance
jet providing the ultimate
swimming experience
for the modern athlete.
The next generation
counter-current swim jet

Velocity is the next generation in counter-current swimming
machines. Designed and manufactured in the UK by
HeatForm, Velocity has been created after years of research
and development to produce the most powerful and pleasant
resistant-swimming experience.

Utilising unique hydraulic technology,
the Velocity swim jet is able to provide
power to the pool unrivalled by any
existing electric drive system. Working
in partnership with cross channel
swimmers, triathletes and many other
swimming professionals, we have
created the ultimate current-like and
fully adjustable jet flow stream, suitable
for all levels of ability.

hf-velocity.co.uk

By incorporating the latest invertor
technology within the swim jet, it enables
the highest possible power whilst reducing
the running costs and noise, traditionally
seen with similar systems.
Velocity is the first and only swim jet
manufactured in the UK, and is in keeping
with the HeatForm philosophy
of innovative products with a reduced
carbon footprint. This not only helps the
environment but also reduces the costs
to the consumer.

+44 (0)1752 25 35 25
sales@hf-velocity.co.uk
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Velocity
SwimJet
– Energy efficient
– Retro-fittable
– Wall hanging and hidden
versions available
– Powerful
– Smooth variable
water current
– Contemporary
sleek design
– First and only
swim jet
manufactured
and designed
in the UK
– Easy installation
– 3-year guarantee
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Welcome

Welcome to the second edition
of The Blue Book – a fresh and
vibrant approach to giving you a
faster track approach to new and
updated products now available to
the wet leisure sector.
Once again, we are privileged to
include a performance review for
2021 in collaboration with our friends
at Golden Coast and their annual
Wet Leisure Survey.
We begin 2022 with the
global pandemic continuing to
have a major impact on market
performance across all sectors. If
it wasn’t Covid, it was container
shortages, Brexit, staffing issues
and e en HGV lorry driver problems.
Worldwide shortages of product
across all sectors presented a

challenging dilemma while trying to
meet unprecedented demand for
both spas and pools.
With details inside, the UK Pool
& Spa Awards continues to shine
a spotlight on top performing
companies, products and projects
from residential and commercial
swimming pool sectors as well
as from hot tubs, swim spas and
wellness.
In these challenging times of
boom and boost, we hope you will
keep the 2022 Blue Book as your
handy guide to on trend suppliers
and their leading products.

Christina Connor - Editor, The 2022 Blue Book
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Times

CHANGING

The 2021 Wet Leisure Survey Results

I

n a year of change and
challenging times, the
importance of home and
wellbeing has been raised for the
UK wet leisure industry.
Sales were already on an
increase and was accelerated
in 2021 and will probably stay
that way, which is good for our
industry.

More than a third of respondents had
more than ten employees in their business.
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“That also seems to be driving
demand for better quality
installations, better use of tech to
make ownership more enjoyable
and maintenance easier,” says
Jamie Adams, Managing Director
of Golden Coast, who produce
the survey every year and share it
with the industry.
“If there are any dark clouds

on the horizon, they mostly come
from concern about further
repercussions from BREXIT, supply
chain issues and escalating
manufacturing costs but what
we have seen this year is a robust
and agile industry; a wet leisure
industry that can make the most
of the opportunities as they
present themselves.”

At almost 35% of our survey
sample, the number of businesses
with ten or more employees is at
its highest level since the survey
began.
One obvious conclusion is that
customer demand is generating
enough work to keep those bigger
businesses going. Certainly the
pool sector has been busy this
year and it seems that more
bespoke and complicated
installations combining spas,
steam rooms and wet rooms are
continuing to be popular.

Perhaps the more specialist
skills involved in these sorts of
installations drive businesses to
have a broader employee base
as opposed to one or two general
tradespeople
The other side of this coin
is the number of respondents
who pointed to finding qualified
staff as one of the biggest
challenges they face. A challenge
compounded by the boom
in the building trade and an
industry wide shortage of skilled
tradesmen.

the South East and South West.

Pools, it seems, are in demand. Two years of Covid; two
years of pools taking the top slot.

WET LEISURE SURVEY

Staycations have led to home improvements and
those improvements have led to the gold standard in
that particular area, the home pool.
Over 80% of the respondents had been involved in
the pool sector in 2021.
Other respondents cited projects from air handling
to outdoor kitchens and equine hydrotherapy but
steam showers and steam rooms were the most
common additions to the list of the big four.

Pools, it seems, are in demand. Two years of Covid; two years of pools
taking the top slot.

Over the last five years the purely
domestic sector of the industry has slowly
shrunk and this year it stands at 35%.

Pools, saunas and spas in
health clubs and spa hotels
increasingly have the attention
to detail and bespoke design
that you might find in a topend domestic installation while
those domestic installations
are using the very latest
technology to minimise

www.poolandspascene.com

maintenance and improve the
bather experience.
In the holiday
accommodation sector, a spa
or hot tub is almost a given t
and lodge and cottage owners
are increasingly turning to heat
pumps to keep the energy
costs down.
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Although it doesn’t show in
these results there is certainly
reason to think that lockdowns
and social distancing brought
about by the pandemic
influenced how much these
services were used by customers.

“Covid has had an awful
effect on people’s lives
but a very positive one
on our industry as the
nation became more in
tune with home, health
and wellness.”
Some respondents have
said that showroom traffic has
reduced massively over the last
year and that Internet sales have
increased. This is in keeping with
retail and other business across
the country as a whole but it is
interesting to see how it impacts
our industry.
Although the Internet is often
vilified, over the two years of the
pandemic it has allowed wet
leisure businesses to stay in touch

with their customers and sell
them everything from chemicals
to spas and saunas.
A number of factors were at
play over the course of the year;
some of them helped business
growth and some hindered it.
Even the weather couldn’t be
relied on to affect the country as
a whole. The summer of 2021 was
a season of contrasting fortunes
across the UK, with the north and
west of the UK experiencing a
warmer, drier and sunnier season
compared to average while parts
of the south east have been
duller and wetter than average.
Possibly due the impact of
climate change, there were
several notable weather events

43% of respondents described the year as Extremely Good; the biggest proportion
to do that since the survey began. However, 7.5% reported a year that had been
Difficult or Extremely Difficult.

The year certainly had its
challenges. Perhaps business in
2021 could be characterised by
looking at supply and demand.
Customers had money that
hadn’t been spent on holidays,
and lockdowns focussed people’s
thoughts on their homes and how
to improve them plus heightened
awareness of health and
wellbeing. These things drove
8

“Covid has driven
sales earlier in the
year but the shipping
crisis is curtailing it
now.”
customer demand. BREXIT and
the supply chain in general plus
disruption in manufacturing made

through the summer, including
a new temperature record for
Northern Ireland and Storm Evert
which brought strong winds and
heavy rain across England and
Wales and extreme rainfall in the
south east. A mixed bag.
Covid’s impact, particularly on
the travel and tourism industry,
once again appeared to drive
demand for new pool, spa and
swim spa installations while at
the same time the global impact
of the pandemic disrupted both
manufacturing and the supply
chain and often made these new
orders hard to fulfil.
For the UK, supply chain issues
were further complicated by
BREXIT.
it harder to fulfil this demand.
79% of respondents came
through the year having
balanced those opposing
conditions successfully but
that outcome wasn’t always
guaranteed.
Last year the effects of Covid
across the economy rather
disguised the impact of BREXIT
but this year it was easier to see.
With many manufacturers and
suppliers to our industry being
based in Europe, new regulations
and restrictions had a significant
impact on business.
It has taken a worldwide
pandemic and the biggest
upheaval in European politics
for a generation to knock the
weather off its top spot for this
question, but knocked down to
fifth place it is.

60 % of respondents reported a bumper year in spa sales this year but only 16% expected next year to be Extremely Good.

Businesses expect next year to be pretty much like the year just gone.

years of unprecedented sales.
From a broader perspective,
there is increasing pressure to
lift overseas travel restrictions
and that is certain to have an
impact on the popularity of the

WET LEISURE SURVEY

This year’s survey shows quite a
marked shift away from that. 43%
reported having an Extremely
Good year but only 20% expect
next year to be same.
There are a number of reasons
for that which have already
been mentioned, particularly the
continuing difficulties caused by
BREXIT. There is also a feeling
that anyone who wants a hot
tub and can afford a hot tub
probably has a hot tub by now.
There certainly must be a degree
of market saturation after two

staycation.On the other hand,
a significant increase in the
country’s stock of pools and spas
must trickle down to an increase
in demand for maintenance and
repairs.

SHRINKING MARKET

The chart shows that customers looking to
make budget conscious purchases are an even
smaller sector of the market than last year.

www.poolandspascene.com

The survey figures shows outdoor in-ground pool
numbers have shrunk slightly from 496 installations to
382; although that is still an extremely healthy number.
There are many things that could go towards
explaining the difference between the two figures not
the least of which might be a difference in the businesses
that responded to the survey. However one factor that is
likely to be hugely significant is the weather. The summer
of 2021, as we have already noted, was patchy across
the country and with quite high rainfall. 2020 by contrast
was one of the sunniest and driest summers the UK has
enjoyed since records began.
Even in a year of BREXIT and Covid, the weather
likes to demonstrate to us the influence it has over our
industry.
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It is also true to say that as
the nation has become more
focused on home and health,
people see more value in what
the wet leisure industry has to
offer and so are willing to pay
a slightly higher premium for
the best possible products and
installations. Almost 84% of UK
businesses have a website.
That’s about 1.7 million websites.
They are the cornerstones of
online marketing.

Retrofit products to improve an existing installation take the top spot amoungst
these consumer trends but eco-friendly and energy saving products are close behind.
Luxury products are almost twice as popular as their budget priced alternatives.

BUBBLING OVER
Spas are where the volume lies in wet leisure
industry sales but the majority of hot tub businesses
are involved in other sectors as well; 77% of them
build pools and over 40% install saunas according to
this year’s survey.
Hot tubs have proven to be an important draw
card for the holiday industry and have increased in
popularity in the domestic market. As the UK’s stock
of spas and hot tubs increases both domestically
and commercially, that drives growth in the business
of maintenance and service.

MAKING A SPLASH
Almost 80% of the pool builders have seen strong
growth in their businesses in 2021 plus they are
confident about the prospects for business next
year with 24% expecting business conditions to be
Extremely Good.
Pool businesses that have reported an Extremely
Good year are one of the few groups to include
businesses that only serve the commercial sector
and one of the only groups to not show service and
repairs as their most important sector of business.

This will be the eleventh year of the Wet Leisure
Industry Survey. Each year these survey reports look
back over the year that has been; and what a year
it has been.

“Lockdowns, social distancing and the
restrictions on international travel and
foreign holidays have contributed to a
year that feels empty and disjointed.
These are certainly strange times.”
Jamie Adams concludes: “It almost feels as if
our sense of time has been distorted. Covid and
its enormous impact on our business lives, Brexit
and the global supply chain issues all feel as if
they have contributed to a year that is much more
complicated and challenging than almost any year
we can remember.
This year’s report as well as all previous years can
be viewed online at www.wetleisure.com Please
remember to take part in next year’s survey when it
comes out in October.

The vast majority of pool builders have seen their business grow in 2021.
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NEW HOT TUB & POOL VACS JUST IN!

PERFECT FOR
HOT TUBS

CORDLESS &
PORTABLE

OPERATING
TIME

BATTERY
POWERED

AUTOMATIC ON / OFF
WITH WATER SENSOR

RECHARGEABLE
LITHIUM BATTERY

CORDLESS
AND PORTABLE

OPERATING
TIME

• Transparent body allows
to see when filter is full

• Includes clip-on brush head

• Suction head with
wheels and brushes

• Nozzle with
brush to clean edges

• 2 Poles that
reach up to 1.45m
when fully extended
• Easy to empty bag

• Easy to empty bag

• 4 Poles that reach
up to 1.4m when
fully extended
• Requires 8 x AA batteries
(Not included)

• Connector also fits standard
telescopic pole (Sold separately)

RRP £49.99 INC VAT

• Connector also fits
standard telescopic
pole (Sold separately)

• Automatic ON/OFF
with water sensor
• Rechargeable Battery
Operation Time 30 Minuets

RRP £119.99 INC VAT

To open a new trade account please contact:
01245 477400 or email: sales@aquawarehouse.co.uk
Aqua Spa Supplies Unit 1-3 Rignals Lane, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 8RF

www.aquaspasupplies.co.uk

COMMERCIAL
COVERS & REELS
Energy saving covers

Fit the right cover on
your pool and you will
see a reduction in energy
bills of an average
based on actual
23% per annum (figures
independent live trials).
Typical payback on our
customers’ systems is
just 12 months.

01424 857802

The UK’s Leading Independent
Swimming Pool Manufacturer and Distributor
orders@plasticapools.net
www.plasticapools.net

Give us a follow...

COMPANY PROFILE

TOP
Plastica Pools
E. info@plasticapools.net

Quality

Founded on five decades of outstanding service to the
industry, Plastica is a privately-owned business has built
a reputation as one of Britain’s leading independent
manufacturers and distributors of swimming pool products.

T. 01424 857857

PLASTICA

W. plasticapools.net

Plastica manufactures from its 13,000
square metre factory, located on a
6-acre site in St Leonard’s in East
Sussex. It is home to more than 78
loyal staff with years of experience
and pride themselves in their
commitment to manufacturing and
exceptional customer service.
Products are created using an
impressive combination of stateof-the-art factory equipment and
skilled staff crafting handmade
parts. Their facility produces
Wooden Pools, a range of Solar,
Heat Retention and Winter Debris
Covers, Reels, Pool Liners, Relax
Water Treatments for pools and spas
and Stainless Steel and bespoke

www.poolandspascene.com

parts, such as Ladders and Handrails
and in-house ABS pipework. Some
if these products are sourced from
different manufacturers from around
the globe and many are produced
in house which is generally their
preference so they can control the
quality.
In fact, most of their business
is from their top-quality British
made products. One benefit
of manufacturing in-house is it
keeps the cost lower, ensuring the
customer reaps the rewards of a
first-class product, that is made in
Britain and complies with ISO 9001
certified standards, set by the British
Assessment Bureau.
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50
Golden
years
Plastica is proud of its unrivalled
reputation for producing high quality
products based on its knowledge
and understanding of the wet leisure
market…

NAZCA Wooden Pools
Our NAZCA rectangular wooden pools are built to make
the most of your outdoor space and give you a quick build
time while also offering an affordable pool. Choose from
three models to suit your requirements. They can all be
converted to an exercise pool or used as a conventional
pool for the family.

plasticapools.net
01424 857857

NAZCA Safety Pool Cover
The Nazca safety cover is a manually operated tracked
safety cover that has been developed to fit our 4m x 2m
and 8m x 2m Nazca wooden pools. The cover system is
perfect for preventing children and animals from accessing
the pool and also provides added protection against heat
loss, debris ingress and algae growth.

Slidelock Max

Domestic Liner
Our new Mediterranean inspired patterned liners are
exclusive to Plastica. An established Liner manufacturer
since 1976, no other UK Liner manufacturer has our
wealth of experience. No matter what shape or size of
pool, we know how to make perfect Liners and offer a
selection of colour beading to compliment your pool
liner colourway.
14

Following on from our
enormously successful
Domestic Slidelock System, we
are introducing the Slidelock
Max to fit a bigger pool. Our
upgraded 138mm diameter
anodised aluminium tubes,
giving a range from 6.0m, to
8.0m for covers up to maximum
7.7m width. It also comes with
a Stainless Steel steering wheel
as standard.

Argonaut Pump
The Plastica Argonaut Pump has
been designed and engineered to
ensure performance durability and
reliability. The mechanical seal made
with AISI 316 Stainless steel is suitable
for a wide range of applications
including chlorine, bromine, iodine
and even sea water. This pump is
truly an exceptional choice for small
to medium size applications.

RaeGuard™ Heat Retention Cover
Plastica now stock a new heat retention cover. RaeGuard™ is the latest
addition to the high-performance Guard product range, designed specifically
to maximise heat retention through its tailored reflective properties. Identifiable
immediately from its silver top layer and white bubble, RaeGuard™’s unique
properties work to actively reduce heat losses from a pool’s surface by up to 57%.

SwimMaster Counter Current

Piranha Clips
The new Piranha Clip is a
ingenious way of connecting a
standard webbing strap to any pool
cover. The Piranha can be placed
into position temporarily while being
adjusted across the cover. Once
positioned the locking wings will
click permanently into place and are
designed to take a full 150 Newton
load per fixing.

Helios II

Relax Essential Spa Kit

We have continued to develop our
solar powered domestic reel system
with the Helios II. To improve the end
stand installation the back panel is
simply removed giving easy
access to the securing position at
the pool side. This eco-friendly unit
comes complete with with end stands
and tube sets.

The Relax Essential Spa Kit is
one of our best-selling kits from
our specialist water treatment
department. The handy pack
contains everything that your
customer would need to set up and
test their hot tub, including a useful
Spa Care Manual and measuring
spoons.

www.poolandspascene.com

PLASTICA

The SwimMasterTM counter current unit has been
specifically chosen to complement our range of Premium
wooden pools, however it is not restricted to just wooden
pools. Its sleek, minimalist design means it can be situated
perfectly into our wooden pools, but we can also supply
stainless steel extensions to allow simple installation into
concrete pool structures.
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We Serve
Putting our customers’
needs first

We Care
Offering approved
and regulated
worldwide products

We Deliver
90% of our products
are available from stock

Swimming pool options
for commercial,
domestic and diy
projects

Swimming pool
heating including
heat pumps and solar
options

Swimming pool equipment
- all the key equipment
and accessories for
modern pools

Swimming pool covers
exclusive uk distributors
for the aquatic manual
and hydraulic range

GET IN CONTACT TODAY
sales@paramountpools.co.uk | 01256 748380

www.paramountpools.co.uk

E. sales@paramountpools.co.uk
T. 01256 748 380
W. paramountpools.co.uk

Supreme
COMPANY PROFILE

PA R A M O U N T

Paramount Pools

SERVICE

Majoring in two of the world’s bestselling branded
products, Aquamatic Safety Covers and Waterco
swimming pool heat pumps, Paramount Pools offer an
unparalleled quality product and service within the
swimming pool industry.
As well as swimming pool covers.
swimming pool heat pumps and
swim jets, Paramount Pools also
cater for a wide range of other
products such as Kafko Liner
pool kits, Luxe one-piece pools,
stainless steel LED Lighting, stainless
steel pool fittings, domestic and
commercial pool filtration, pool
lighting, solar pool heating, fabric
domes, swimming pool skimmers,
swimming pool accessories and
floating loungers.
Always looking to strengthen
their already outstanding product
portfolio, stand out new products for
the 2022 season include:

www.poolandspascene.com

• UltraSwim - 5 x 2m Panel pool kit
for any swim jet units
• Tilestone - Spa Shells with MDI
Stone
• Waterco - 31kW Inverter Heat
Pump
• Aquamatic - Above Round Manual
Thermal Cover for small pools
Founded in 1979, Paramount’s
comprehensive dealer network
consists of many regional installers
throughout the UK and the Channel
Isles, all of whom provide the best
possible quality in after-sale service
and advice. Get in contact with the
Paramount team for more guidance
and support.
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POOL PRO

Solutions

Paramount Pools produce a wide variety
of swimming pool styles and types for
commercial swimming pools, domestic
and DIY projects, all of which are made
to your specifications.
Paramount also offer a range of consumer
and commercial swimming pool equipment,
including swimming pool heat pumps, pool
filtration pumps and filters, solar panels and
other supplies such as water lighting.

paramountpools.co.uk

Cost Cutter
The robust steel framed
top mount fan discharge
Electro Heat Inverter Ultra heat
pump, from Waterco, adjusts
output from 50% to 100%
depending on heat demand
and environmental factors,
reducing allowing it to use less
energy than conventional heat
pumps.

X-treme X-tras
Kafko Professional ‘X- treme’ Polymer pool panels are
available in 4ft/1.22 depth with polymer bracing. Prior
to delivery, all panels are pre-cut at the Paramount
warehouse using a custom made jig to enable
skimmer(s), light fitting(s) etc to be installed accurately
and with ease. Colours may vary. Steel bracing option
available to professional pool dealers only.

Above And Beyond!
The Ultraswim ultimate
exercise pool kit for DIY or
professional installation
comprising of a galvanised
steel modular panel system
featuring either the Ultraflow
propulsion counter current
unit or any other type swimjet
system. Ideal for limited garden
space, the UltraSwim pool shell
can be erected within one day
– ABOVE OR BELOW GROUND!
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Invisible Fix
Cover Up!
Ideal for small pools and swim spas, the Aquamatic Above
Ground Roller System comprises of an aluminium roller tube
connected via white ABS locking device at each end fixed to
polished stainless steel leg supports that are secured to pool
surround.

Standard pool liners present visible lines on
the pool floor at the seams which ultimately
detract from the beauty of the pool. Our
innovative technology elevates our liners to
an entirely new category. Kafko’s exclusive
manufacturing process makes the floor seam
stronger and virtually invisible to the naked eye!

Ultraflow

Bright Lights

Five Star Spas

With LED now becoming the industry standard, The WT
series offers a high lumination set in an extremely elegant
flush fitting housing with Electroplated 316 stainless steel
face. Fixing application could not be easier due to either
push-fit or threaded connection into ABS pipe, inlets or
custom-made wall niches. Square fascia is also available for
most models.

Suitable for above or below round installation, the
Tilestone GRP pools and spas come as plug and play
and pre-plumbed. These good looking spa options
are available in mosaic or large format MDI files to
minimise grout joints, ideal new or refurbishment
projects.

www.poolandspascene.com

PA R A M O U N T

A self-contained propulsion swim unit that can be
installed in Concrete or Liner pool construction. Luxe
have incorporated ‘Ultraflow’ technology to produce
a 24V controlled, realistic river smooth like current,
with variable speed delivering up to 400 cubic metres
of water per hour (normal 3hp swim jets produce
45cbm/phr). A robust GRP housing is supplied with
universal fittings and an attractive stainless steel grille
enabling a flush fitting installation within the pool wall.
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Market
LEADERS
2022 sees the launch of a host of new
products for the UK’s market leader
Certikin. As well as developments to
existing key products, they have a
wide range of innovative products
which offer solutions for both domestic
and commercial pools.

Unibeo Panel Pool System

certikin.co.uk
01993 777200

A reinforced concrete filled prefabricated panel
system for liner pools. Allows for quick construction
time and reduced concrete usage. Suitable for
multiple pool styles whether inground, partially sunk
or self-supporting. The market-leading Fastlane
counter current unit can be fitted to the Unibeo,
mounted on either a straight wall or in a recess.

Blue Lagoon Xpose
The Xpose is a new
floor standing UV-C made
especially for both above
ground and small inground
pools. A plug and play
concept that’s powerful,
affordable, and easy to install.
20

Smart Pool
H.R. UV-C
The super reflective
properties of the H.R. UV-C
optimises the UV-C radiation
and dramatically increases
the performance.

Smart Pool delivers the ultimate integrated
experience in automated control of pool equipment
and operational processes. This versatile system can
be tailored to your individual needs and customised
to your own swimming pool specification, providing
exceptional levels of adaptability, simplifying
maintenance and giving peace of mind.

Dolphin M700 Pool Cleaner

Extra Flat H Class AQ Box Enclosure
The Extra Flat H box is produced with rails on one side only (to be installed
left or right) – a unique solution for DIY enclosures. The side-mounted sliding
door can be installed in 2 positions on the large segment.

CERTIKIN

The latest addition to the leading
range of Dolphin pool cleaners. With
Wi-FI connectivity, it offers absolute
pool cleaning performance.

Three Phase Pool Pump Inverter

Harvia Variant View Domestic Saunas
The modern design incorporates large glass walls on the front to
let in natural light and create an open and spacious feeling. Easy
to install, there is also the option to add DMX controlled lighting.

The MAC3 inverter enables significant energy
savings for swimming pool pumps by running
the pump at reduced speeds when desired. The
advanced versions of the controller include a
Wi-Fi feature which allows the user to configure
the system from any internet location.

Commercial IPT Heat Pumps

Entice Premier
The latest addition to the Premier range from Fantasy Spas.
Featuring contoured pillows, external LED lights, and a beautiful,
synthetic wood cabinet.
www.poolandspascene.com

Featuring inverter technology which allows
for efficient control of the pool temperature,
the IPT Heat Pumps only use the energy that is
needed, when it is required. Supplied with a 5
year manufacturer’s on-site parts and labour
warranty.”
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Dip into pure luxury in the comfort of your own home

Sleek, one-piece
swimming pools.
Designed and
manufactured in
Holland.

www.Oceacovers.co.uk
@oceapoolcovers
@oceapoolproducts
@OceaUk

Brought to you by

TOP DRAWER
With firm foundations built
on the manufacture of its
market-leading slatted
pool covers, Ocea UK is now
growing a bespoke offering
of premier pool product
distribution.

Originally known for its outstanding
automatic cover systems, Ocea UK
is growing both its portfolio and its
reputation for top-drawer swimming
pool supply.
Latest additions to the Ocea UK
stable include the market leading
Starline, luxury one-piece swimming
pool range and the elite Hydrostar
counter current unit.
Both outstanding products, these
leading brand names underline
Ocea UK’s reputation as the topdrawer choice for the UK’s premier

pool building and maintenance
companies.
Selectively growing its exclusive
product portfolio for the UK trade,
Ocea UK is proud to be the official
distributor of Hydrostar, simply the
strongest counter-current system on
the market.
Ocea UK has also grown its UK
dealer network for the Starline
swimming pool range synonymous
with luxury, relaxation and fun
for those seeking a healthy and
enjoyable lifestyle.
Having extended its Oxfordshire
headquarters to accommodate the
additional products, Ocea UK, can
offer attractive lead times as well as
side-stepping stock issues.
Previously only available to a
limited, high-end customer list,
Ocea UK’s extended luxury product
range is now being opening up to
an extended list of pool industry
trade customers on a first, come, first
served basis.

OCEA UK

me

COMPANY PROFILE

Ocea UK
E. info@oceacovers.com
T. 01993 707910
W. oceacovers.co.uk
starline.com
hydrostar-binder.de/en

www.poolandspascene.com
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FIVE STAR

Appeal

Ocea UK is gradually adding top
drawer products to its unique and
discerning product portfolio with
top brands of Starline and Hydrostar
added to its growing five star
automatic slatted cover offering.

info@oceacovers.com | 01993 707910

Power Driver
Offering both the Hydrostar and Easystar options,
Binder counter current systems produce a broad, even
and powerful current that provides swimmers with the
sense that they are being carried by the water.

Premier Dealers
Available to an exclusive network of premier dealers in
the UK, Starline is a range of luxury Dutch manufactured
swimming pools for those that value a quality
wholesome lifestyle in the safety of a home environment.
A Starline swimming pool stands for high living, pleasure
and enjoyment.

Back To Nature
A natural swimming experience with the Hydrostar and
Easystar turbine swimming systems, available exclusively
through Ocea UK. The counter current system from BINDER
is available in different performance levels. The spacesaving, quick and easy installation is ideal for retrofitting.
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Added Value
Starline offer a range of finishes to allow your
customers to enhance their swimming pool experience
and pool surroundings including natural coping
stones, counter current systems and enhanced LED
underwater lighting with the option of standard white or
atmospheric colour changes.

Award Winners
Ocea was the cover of choice
for this award-winning project
by Buckingham Swimming Pools
in the recent UK Pool & Spa
Awards. It incorporates an Ocea
automatic slatted cover with
polycarbonate, solar profiles, all
controlled by a Mobile Phone APP.

Elegance And Excellence

Following extensive investment in specialist triextrusion technology, Ocea manufacture its own colour
range of Eclipse profiles with an added UV protective
layer to the polycarbonate crystal clear slat profile.

OCEA UK

High Profile

Built on two decades of excellence, elegance and
engineering Ocea UK continue to strive to produce
the best quality covers system, with continuous
development of materials, production techniques and
technology. With a mix of proven Ocea expertise and
new exciting innovations, we remain at the forefront of
the slatted cover market.

True Colours
Ocea prides itself on offering
the biggest range of colour
choices in slatted covers.
Responding to market trends,
Ocea has enhanced the colour
palette with three vibrant shades
to enhance the appeal – a
luscious green Meadow Haze; a
classy Onyx Black and a standout Midnight Blue.

Get On Board
Being part of the Starline Pools UK dealership network means you can offer
customers fast track back garden installations in a variety of lengths from 6m to
12m and up to 30 designs.

www.poolandspascene.com
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PROUDLY
PART OF THE
FLUIDRA
FAMILY

Offering a winning combination with
outstanding product and technical
knowledge at a local level.
From plant room essentials
to pool surrounds and
everything in between.

Offering innovative and
sustainable products for
public and private pools.

Talk to the team today to
discuss your forthcoming
projects

sales@astralpooluk.com
01329 514 000 | astralpooluk.com

AstralPool UK

Winning
COMBINATION

E. sales@astralpooluk.com
T. 01329 514 000
ASTRALPOOL UK

COMPANY PROFILE

W. astralpooluk.com

Part of the giant Fluidra family of global businesses,
AstralPool UK offers one of the most extensive ranges of
residential and commercial equipment available on the
market. The UK team backs this with unrivalled product
knowledge, advice and support.
Astralpool UK stocks everything that
is required to build, refurbish and
maintain residential and commercial
pools, water parks, fountains, spas
and wellness centres.
The 2022 catalogue is packed
with familiar and reliable core plant
room products with some stand-out
additions such as the Senext pool
pump and Unik skimmer. Don’t miss
the addition of the Zodiac Vortrax
robotic commercial pool cleaner
range and the flexibility of the
LumiPlus pool lighting options.
With those fuller residential order

books in mind, AstralPool UK has
pinned its quick-build colours to
the fellow Fluidra family colours
of Laghetto Pools. Look out, in
particular, for the Pop Crystal with
its striking see-through liner strips
with its enhanced LED lighting.
With superior stock levels and
unrivalled technical knowledge to
support customers across the water
leisure sector, make AstralPool UK
your number one choice in 2022 and
beyond.

www.poolandspascene.com
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+

PRODUCTS
KNOWLEDGE

Part of the giant global Fluidra family, AstralPool
offers solutions for pool and wellness, fluid handling
and water treatment through its leading brands
offering an unbeatable track record in the pool
sector. Customers can rely on high quality service
and advice on a wide range of unique products
made by the Fluidra Group and offering the best
value for money in the market.

01329 514 000 | www.astralpool.co.uk

Ssh! Discreet Skimmer
Developed to offer pool
owners greater flexibility in the
selection of colours for the housing,
the covers and the decorative
faceplates, AstralPool is launching
the new Skimmer Unik this year, an
innovative skimmer designed to
harmoniously integrate into pools.
The exclusive curved shape of the
weir reduces the annoying flapping
noise that is so characteristic
of traditional skimmers, bringing
unparalleled serenity and tranquility
to the bathing experience.

Multi Valve

Clean Sweep
Zodiac® is launching two series and four electric robotic cleaners designed for
public and communal swimming pools found at hotels, campsites, sports centres
and water parks. The new Vortrax family of Zodiac® robotic pool cleaners for
public swimming pools meets the sector’s needs with robust, intelligent and
highly efficient designs. Meanwhile, the two cleaning robots ARCOTM and
ARCOMAXTM have been specifically developed for intensive use in medium- to
large-sized pools up to 50 metres
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Offering better energy efficiency
due to reduced pressure loss,
the Classic PLUS is your best
choice for a multi-port valve as it
offers better performance, easier
maintenance and the possibility of
a longer valve life.
The new design has six positions:
filter, waste, closed, backwash,
recirculate and rinse, which keeps
the water in perfect condition
at all times and ensures correct
interaction between the pump,
the filter and the pool basin.

Style And Charm

The new Pop Crystal pool from Piscine Laghetto® will
hit the market in 2022 to delight users with its see-through
liner strips that create a charming yet striking aesthetic
both day and night.
Not only does it deliver everything a traditional pool does,
but this model provides an aesthetic appeal through a
design that lets users see the crystal-clear water through
its walls.
Pop Crystal enhances the pool’s beauty, elegance
and creativity with a LED lighting system that is visible
between the walls. Shining through the transparent
panels, the lights create a uniquely magical effect at
night. Available in two colours, white and beige, and in
two sizes, 2x4m or 2x5m.

Divina Infinity is a semi-inground pool with stunning
features that make it a new leader of sophisticated,
contemporary pool concepts. Boasting an Italian design
the panels, crafted in synthetic rattan, look like an
aesthetically pleasing hand-woven weave. The panels
and the lining are available in two colours, white or beige.
Divina Infinity features the new filtering system called
the Infinity System, which delivers an enhanced suctionbased cleaning treatment. Above ground, the pool’s
height helps keep the pool clean and dirt out. Accessories
include LED projectors, a counter-current swimming
system, a heating and a winter and summer cover.

ASTRAL

Pop-Tastic!

Flexible Lighting
Bespoke Approach
Ensuring a comfortable pool hall environment with low
running costs and optimum energy efficiency, AstralPool
UK is proud of its special long-term relationship as a
dedicated supplier of the Heatstar range.
High quality and performance guaranteed every time,
Heatstar manufacture bespoke machines that offer
efficiencies over 140 per cent.
www.poolandspascene.com

LumiPlus, Astrapool’s most comprehensive range of
underwater LED lights for public, commercial and residential
pools, unveils its most flexible, convenient and compact
option for 2022: the new FlexiMini.
The LumiPlus FlexiMini takes flexibility to a new level: not
only be adapted to almost any existing installation, but also
offers two wattages to choose from. It simplifies installation
for both new and existing pools and can be combined with
any of the fittings from the LumiPlus Flexi range in white,
beige, light grey, anthracite and stainless steel.
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Design, Manufacture & Supply.

HeatForm® insulated panel pools have been specifically
designed for ease of installation whilst keeping heat loss to
a minimum.
Constructed using fiberglass and Recycled PET plastic,
HeatForm® panels are the enviromentally friendly option to
create a beautiful pool of any size.
Available in two standard heights of 1.2 & 1.5m, and a range
of widths, HeatForm® panels can be arranged to achieve a
wide vairety of pool shapes for both above ground and inground applications.

Professionally Manufactured in the UK

Various Height & Width Panels Available

In-ground

Above Ground

Distributed exclusively in the Uk by :
01752 253525
sales@heatform.co.uk

@lighthousepoolsdevon

/Heatformpools

Get in touch to speak to one of our experts today!

sl

!

COMPANY PROFILE
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POOL DISTRIBUTOR
Lighthouse Pools was established
in 2010 as the sole distributor of
Zodiac Pool Care products in the UK,
as a side to the existing pool building
business.
From small beginnings, Lighhouse
has grown its distributor role to focus
solely on the sale and distribution
of a full range of pool equipment to
retailers and installers all over the
country.
Due to the rapid expansion
of Lighthouse, as specialist
distributors, in 2015, the company
ceased operating as an installation
company and have since focused on
providing the trade with unrivalled
products with an unrivalled service.
Based in our main offices in
Plymouth we have a dedicated team
of highly trained staff who are here
to help with all your questions and
queries regarding our products.

LIGHTHOUSE

Lighthouse is the specialist distributor of Zodiac Pool products in the UK
and now also include a number of other outstanding brands like Heatform,
Velocity and Hydrodeck, all of which remain exclusive to Lighthouse.

As Lighthouse prides itself on
only distributing the very best pool
equipment available, Lighthouse
is able to provide a unique service
benefiting from very close links with
the manufacturers. To find out more
about each of our key brands please
see the information that follows and
pay a visit to our website.

www.poolandspascene.com

Lighthouse
E. info@lighthousepools.co.uk
T. 01752 253525
W. lighthousepools.co.uk
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TIME TOT
alk

It is easy to talk about delivering a good service to your customers but
here at Lighthouse we take real pride in our customer relations.
For over ten years Lighthouse has striven to make client satisfaction a top
priority. We value listening, and recognise your own expertise in the field,
aiming to deliver a reliable, efficient service in return.
01752 25 35 25 | info@lighthousepools.co.uk | lighthousepools.co.uk

The Gentle Touch
For incomparably gentle,
crystal clear water, the patented
MagnaPool® solution combines
the clarifying properties of
magnesium with a filtration system
of exceptional quality, for a perfectly
healthy and balanced, mineralenriched swimming pool.

Eco Champion
Simple and effective in design, the HeatForm insulated panel-pool
system offers an affordable and eco-friendly solution to building installation.
Manufactured in Devon using specialist insulation made from 100% recycled
plastic PET bottles, this unique system can reduce a pool’s energy consumption
by 50% compared to a traditional concrete pool.

Pinch Of Salt

Clean Sweep
Designed to work in all pool
shapes or surfaces, the versatile RE
4200 Voyager™ from Zodiac offers
easy top access to the filter and a
transparent window. With full-on
agility and an optimal cleaning
performance, this machine comes
with a patented cyclonic suction,
Helix shaped brushes, large suction
capacity and enhanced integrated
agility thanks to its gyroscope
sensors.
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Living up to its eXPERT name,
this versatile salt water treatment
is so easy to use thanks to a large
touchscreen and oversized fonts,
making it easy to set up, monitor
and adjust and available with
remote control. Available in a wide
range of options to treat pool
volumes up to 180 m2, eXPERT
guarantees long-lasting water
treatment thanks to its sturdy cell.

Built To Last

Power Pack

Added Value

Smart Mover

The best selling PX50 heat pump
offering heating and cooling with
full inverter technology comes with
intelligent heating and wide range
of power mode selection. The clever
Ecosilence offers a reduced power
option to further enhance energy
savings and the lowest noise levels.

Packed with added value,
Lighthouse is proud to offer the
Z550iQ heat pump from the
impressive Zodiac stable. Offering
full inverter technology, this model is
silent and economical and is ideal
for smaller spaces and comes fully
backed with a three year guarantee
and a five year guarantee on the
condenser.

Ideal for residential pools, the
Alpha RA6500iQ from Zodiac comes
with a Sensor Nav System™ to offer
the latest in intelligent technology
and personalised cleaning. Wi-fi
connected, its intuitive interface
and advanced functionalities make
it operational from everywhere via
an APP.

LIGHTHOUSE

High-End slatted pool covers designed and
built in the UK, Hydrodeck by HeatForm, is a highend, slatted cover system engineered to the most
exacting standard, which is built to last. Tried and
trusted in-roller motors, industry-leading profiles in
pvc and polycarbonate options, the Hydrodeck is
set to become your in-pool cover of choice.

Next Generation
Velocity is the next generation in
counter current swimming machines.
Designed and manufactured in the
UK, by HeatForm, Velocity has been
created after years of research and
development to produce the most
powerful and pleasant resistant
swimming experience. Utilising
unique hydraulic technology, the
Velocity swim jet provides power to
the pool unrivalled by any existing
electric drive system.
www.poolandspascene.com

Lightbulb Moment
Available for sale via the
exclusive pool dealer channel,
and backed by a three-year
warranty, Zodiac’s NL lighting,
six-strong range, offers perfect
integration for an enhanced pool
with its powerful Led lighting and
guaranteed energy savings.
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A BIGGER
N

Splash

The UK Pool & Spa Awards is a win, win for water leisure business…

ow entering its 12th year,
the UK Pool & Spa Awards
has acknowledged the
work of some 330 companies and
some 2,250 competition entries
since it was launched in 2010.
The competition is organised
by Waterland Media who are
the publishers of Pool and Spa
Scene and Holiday Park Scene
magazines that both prominently
promote the event.
The contest aims to celebrate
outstanding projects, products,
people and companies in both
residential and commercial
swimming pool sectors as well as
the hot tub and swim spa markets.
The event has been true to its
original aim to reward individual
companies and collectively,
the industry as a whole. The
competition is open to everyone,
regardless of trade affiliation.
Growing to around 30
categories, most awards are
UK-based but increasingly, the
competition is attracting entries
from Ireland, mainland Europe and
interest from around the world.

Judging of the competition
involves a robust three-tier
voting process including on-line
votes from the public with prizes
awarded to the most popular
category winners annually.
Every sponsor of the
competition has an opportunity
to influence the outcome in
their specific sector as judges.
The competition organisers,
Waterland Media, refresh the
contest on a regular basis by
recruiting new distinguished

panellists involved in deciding the
overall winners.
All entries to the competition
are scored as either bronze, silver
or gold standard and a new highly
commended standard from 2021.
In all cases, the independent
competition jury declare an
overall winner in each category.
If the judges believe two or more
projects cannot be separated –
then there will be multiple winners
in that particular category.
Managing Director of
Waterland Media, Christina
Connor comments: “Investment
in shops and showrooms,
particularly during the Covid
lockdown periods, has seen the
bar significantly raised in that
category.
“To acknowledge the work of as
many companies as possible, the
organisers split the Showroom Of
The Year category that seemed to
be very well received.
“The same was the case in the
very competitive Retailer Of The
Year category,” she observes.

“Again, we move the goalposts
where necessary by adding
regional and other criteria to
ensure all deserving recipients are
rewarded.”
“Being able to post a winning
logo on your website or other
marketing material goes a long
way to showing a water leisure
business is considered to be
credible and reliable,” Christina
adds.
“We have many testimonials
from contestants who say it
helps them stand out from the

competition and has earned
them new contracts.”
And she adds: “We were
delighted with how many first time
entrants the 2021 competition
attracted and going forward
we would love to see even
more companies get involved
especially different brands of
spas.”
Entries to the UK Pool & Spa
Awards are completed on-line
and the price per entry has been
held at £60 per entry. Entries open
for the 2022 contest on April 11th.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
(POOLS)
WINNERS
Dovehouse Street Project
- Aqua Platinum Projects

2 0 2 1 AWA R D S

One Park Drive Project
- Barr + Wray

HEALTH & WELLNESS
(SPAS)
WINNERS
Benn Executive Project
- The Hot Tub & Swim Spa
Company
Guildford Manor Project
- The Mosaic Spa Company

COMMERCIAL POOL
PROJECT

WATER LEISURE VENUE
OF THE YEAR

BEST SWIMMING POOL IN
AN EDUCATIONAL SETTING

WINNER
The Mildenhall Hub Project
– Wrightfield Pools

WINNER
The Fun Pool at South Lake
Leisure Centre
- Ustigate Water Play

WINNER
King’s School, Macclesfield
- Buckingham Pools

www.poolandspascene.com
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BEST SWIMMING POOL IN
A HOSPITALITY SETTING
WINNER
Plas Coch Country and Leisure
Retreat
- Park Leisure
Soho House 180 The Strand
- Aquascapes

RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR
POOL (UNDER £90K)
WINNER
Nevada Project
- My Pool Direct
Charterfield House Project
- Aquaria

RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR
POOL (90K TO £150K)

RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR
POOL (OVER £150K)

RESIDENTIAL INDOOR
POOLS UNDER £175K

WINNER
Byways Project
- Simplex Swimming Pools

WINNER
Wood Farm Project
- Aquascapes

WINNER
Dream Project
- Abstract Pools

RESIDENTIAL INDOOR
POOLS OVER £175K
WINNER
Berkshire Project - Origin Pools

BEST REFURBISHED
RESIDENTIAL INDOOR
POOL
WINNER
Smart Project
- Bespoke Swimming Pools
Blackmore Project
- Blue Cube
9

BEST REFURBISHED
RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR POOL
WINNER
Carol House Project
- Progressive Swimming Pools
Oxshott Project
- Opulent Pools

ENERGY EFFICIENCY/ ECO
(POOLS)
WINNERS
Protech Pools
The Black Pool Project - Exterior
Experience Landscaping, DubaI

POOL PRODUCT OF THE
YEAR

WINNER
Richmond, London Project
- Buckingham Pools

WINNER
Aquatic Health & Wellbeing Digital
Ecosystem - Good Boost

POOL SUPPLIER OF THE
YEAR

OUTSTANDING RESIDENTIAL
POOL DESIGN

WINNER
Lighthouse Pool

WINNER
One Park Drive - Barr + Wray

SPA PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

WATER LEISURE OPERATOR
OF THE YEAR

INTERNATIONAL TEAM
OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Superior Wellness

UK TEAM OF THE YEAR (POOLS)

2 0 2 1 AWA R D S

LUXURY POOL OF THE
YEAR

WINNER
Aqua Platinum Projects

UK TEAM OF THE YEAR (SPAS)
WINNERS
CMS APP - Spa Care UK
Bespoke Spa - Spaflo

OUTSTANDING
COMMERCIAL POOL DESIGN
WINNER
Wardian Project
- Buckingham Pools

WINNER
SERCO LEISURE

ENERGY EFFICIENCY/ ECO
AWARD (SPAS)
WINNERS
Carbon-neutral showroom
- Penguin Spas
Lay-Z-Spa Barbados AirJet™
- Wilton Bradley

WINNER
North Spas

POOL & TECHNICIANS
OF THE YEAR
Neil Hastings
- Buckingham Pools
Lewis Rooke
- Aqua Platinum Projects
Lee Higginson
– Advanced Hot Tubs & Swim Spas

SUNKEN OR SEMI-SUNKEN
SPA PROJECT OF THE YEAR
WINNERS
Hydropool Cozens Project
- London Essex Hot Tubs
Richards Spa Project
- Falcon Pools

www.poolandspascene.com
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OVER THE 11-YEAR
HISTORY OF THE
COMPETITION

358

2,267

COMPANIES
BENEFITED

COMPETITION
ENTRIES

MARKETING INITIATIVE
(POOLS & SPAS)

LARGE SPA RETAILER
OF THE YEAR

WINNERS
Hot Tub Brits...More Bubbles
Please
North Spas, Spaflo and Superior
Wellness

WINNER
Wensum Pools & Spas

ABOVE GROUND PROJECT
OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Spinks Project - North Spas

WELSH SPA RETAILER OF
THE YEAR
WINNER
UK Leisure Living Group

SWIM SPA PROJECT OF THE
YEAR
WINNER
Lishman Hydropool Project
- London Essex

WINNER
Hydropool Highlands

WINNER
Hot Tubs Oxfordshire

POOL CONTRACTOR
OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Buckingham Swimming Pools

SPA SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Superior Wellness

POOL SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
WINNER
Lighthouse Pools

COMBINED POOL & SPA
SHOWROOM OF THE YEAR

INDOOR SHOWROOM OF
THE YEAR

OUTDOOR SHOWROOM OF
THE YEAR

WINNERS
Wensum Pools

WINNER
Aqua Warehouse Group

WINNER
Penguin Spas

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS
Rob Carlin
- 10 Years of Superior Wellness
Robin Flux
– Services to the Pool & Spa
Industry
11

SCOTTISH SPA RETAILER OF
THE YEAR

SMALL SPA RETAILER
OF THE YEAR

GIVING WATER LEISURE BUSINESS
AN UNRIVALLED MARKETING BOOST

NOW IN
ITS 12TH YEAR

DON’T MISS
OUT!

ENTRIES OPEN
THIS SPRING

Start gathering pictures and information for your showcase projects now!

Community Pools + Residential Pools + Refurbished Projects
Energy-Eﬃciency + Outstanding Design

Train like a pro, whatever the size of your pool

HydroStar’s counter current system delivers the
resistance you feel in a full-sized pool.

www.Oceacovers.co.uk

Brought to you by

@oceapoolcovers
@oceapoolproducts
@OceaUk
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